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Abstract.
Purpose: The neural mechanisms that support aphasia recovery are not yet fully understood. Our goal was to evaluate
longitudinal changes in naming recovery in participants with posterior cerebral artery (PCA) stroke using a case-by-case
analysis.
Methods: Using task based and resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and detailed language testing,
we longitudinally studied the recovery of the naming network in four participants with PCA stroke with naming deficits at
the acute (0 week), sub acute (3–5 weeks), and chronic time point (5–7 months) post stroke. Behavioral and imaging analyses
(task related and resting state functional connectivity) were carried out to elucidate longitudinal changes in naming recovery.
Results: Behavioral and imaging analysis revealed that an improvement in naming accuracy from the acute to the chronic stage
was reflected by increased connectivity within and between left and right hemisphere “language” regions. One participant
who had persistent moderate naming deficit showed weak and decreasing connectivity longitudinally within and between
left and right hemisphere language regions.
Conclusions: These findings emphasize a network view of aphasia recovery, and show that the degree of inter- and intrahemispheric balance between the language-specific regions is necessary for optimal recovery of naming, at least in participants
with PCA stroke.
Keywords: PCA stroke, aphasia, longitudinal recovery, fMRI, naming network

1. Introduction
A major body of research has been dedicated to
understanding how language recovers after a stroke.
Structural and functional imaging studies indicate
that recovery of language after a stroke is a complex process, and distinct mechanisms are operative
at different times during recovery and vary across
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Neurology, 600N Wolfe Street, Phipps 446, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21287, USA. Tel.: +1
410 614 2381; Fax: +1 410 614 9807; E-mail: argye@jhmi.edu.

individuals. These mechanisms include restoration
of blood flow, recovery from diaschisis (i.e., impairment caused by loss of input due to a cortical area
remote to the lesion), and reorganization of structurefunction relationships. Reorganization is assumed to
reflect neuroplasticity. Early recovery from vascular
aphasia syndromes is likely attributable to restoration
of blood flow (Hillis & Heidler, 2002; Jacquin et al.,
2014; Marsh & Hillis, 2006), whereas later recovery
may be attributable to reorganization in which other
areas of the brain take over the functions of the damaged region (Fridriksson, Richardson, Fillmore, &
Cai, 2012; Hillis, 2007; Jarso et al., 2013; Saur et al.,
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2006). For a detailed review see (Anglade, Thiel, &
Ansaldo, 2014).
The functional neuroimaging literature on post
stroke language recovery indicates that recovery is
supported by either recruitment of areas surrounding
the lesion in the language-dominant left hemisphere
(LH), or altered activity of intact homologues language areas in the non-dominant right hemisphere
(RH), or both. The functional relevance of the
enhanced recruitment of the RH during language processing in individuals with aphasia is, however, still
under debate. Some studies support that good recovery is accompanied by greater perilesional than RH
reorganization (e.g., Fridriksson, 2010; Perani et al.,
2003; Postman-Caucheteux et al., 2010; Saur et al.,
2006; Winhuisen et al., 2007), whereas other studies have emphasized the compensatory role of RH
recruitment (eg., Abo et al., 2004; Blank, Bird,
Turkheimer, & Wise, 2003; Blasi et al., 2002;
Turkeltaub et al., 2012).
These heterogeneous findings regarding the
recruitment of RH in language recovery, at least in
terms of fMRI activity, could be related to differences in the degree of impairment, time after stroke,
site and size of lesion, and nature of the imaging
task (e.g., Sebastian & Kiran, 2011). A majority of
the studies have investigated patterns of activation
in the chronic stage of stroke, starting after about
6 months post stroke. The focus of these studies is
not on the ‘recovery process’ per se, but rather on
cross sectional investigations of specific language
functions of patients who have continued to have
deficits but have recovered to various degrees. To
date, only a few studies have investigated longitudinal
functional neuroimaging changes with a focus on language recovery (e.g., Heiss, Kessler, Thiel, Ghaemi,
& Karbe, 1999; Jarso et al., 2013; Saur et al., 2006).
Furthermore, most studies on aphasia recovery have
included patients with lesions of different sizes and
distributions in the left middle cerebral artery territory, an artery that supplies to key language regions
in the LH. In addition, most have only examined
task-evoked responses of individual regions; limited
attention has been paid to the functional interactions
among brain regions in aphasia recovery.
In contrast with the majority of functional neuroimaging studies on aphasia recovery, this study
focuses on a group of individuals with posterior cerebral artery (PCA) stroke. Understanding recovery in
PCA stroke has advantages because lesion volume
is often smaller than middle cerebral artery (MCA)
stroke (for patients with similar degrees of nam-

ing impairment), and many of the core language
regions such as frontal and superior and middle temporal regions are not affected. For example, a 1 cc
infarct in the left thalamus (usually in the PCA territory) can cause marked language deficits (Cox &
Heilman, 2011; Raymer, Moberg, Crosson, Nadeau,
& Gonzalez Rothi, 1997a; Sebastian, et al., 2014a,
for a review see De Witte et al., 2011). Strokes
in the PCA territory, including inferior temporal,
fusiform, thalamus, hippocampus, and occipital plus
splenium lesions often lead to language deficits, along
with concurrent memory and visual field deficits
(e.g., Cals, Devuyst, Afsar, Karapanayiotides, &
Bogousslavsky, 2002; Karussis, Leker, & Abramsky,
2000; Llano, 2013; Marsh & Hillis, 2005; Price &
Devlin, 2003; Raymer et al., 2007a, 2007b; Sebastian
et al., 2014b; Servan, Verstichel, Catala, Yakovleff, &
Rancurel, 1995). Importantly, however, patients with
PCA strokes do not have damage to the “language
cortex” regions of interest, allowing evaluation of
changes in activation in these regions and connectivity between regions as possible markers of aphasia
recovery. Also, they do not have hypoperfusion (on
the basis of vascular stenosis) of MCA language cortex, which can complicate analysis of the BOLD
response in fMRI studies.
The goal of this study is to evaluate neural mechanisms underlying longitudinal changes in naming
performance in aphasia due to left PCA stroke, using
a case-by-case analysis of multimodality imaging.
Understanding longitudinal changes with specific
emphasis on individual differences in recovery
pattern will be key to developing maximally effective neuromodulatory treatments. Because left PCA
stroke can acutely cause perturbation of the language
network, assessments of the changes in functional
interactions among language network brain areas
with recovery, using connectivity analysis may provide novel insights about language recovery. Using
participants without lesions to the network itself
simplifies the analysis and may yield more similar
patterns across individuals. However, the basic findings, about the relationships between connectivity
and recovery, may also apply to patients with lesions
to components of the language network itself.
To that end, we conducted longitudinal MRI
(task based and resting state) along with repeated
behavioral testing after left PCA stroke, and examined changes in whole brain activation patterns and
for potential correlations between the patterns of
functional connectivity changes within the language
network and recovery of language skills. Thus (1) we
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aimed to identify changes in neural activation associated with naming at the acute time point (0 week), sub
acute time point (3–5 weeks), and chronic time point
(5–7 months) in patients with PCA stroke, and (2) to
characterize the dynamics of functional connectivity
changes (resting state connectivity) within the bilateral language network. We hypothesized that (1) even
individuals whose strokes do not involve “language
cortex” regions of interest (left inferior frontal gyrusIFG, inferior temporal gyrus-ITG, middle temporal
gyrus-MTG, superior temporal gyrus-STG, supramarginal gyrus-SMG, or angular gyrus-AG) would
show different patterns of activation change over
time in these “language cortex” regions of interest, (2) recovery of naming skills is associated with
strengthening of functional connectivity between
these language cortex regions and their right hemisphere homologues.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Four right-handed participants with acute ischemic
left hemisphere PCA stroke and naming deficits were
recruited from the inpatient units or the Emergency
Department at Johns Hopkins Hospital for this longitudinal study. These participants are part of an
ongoing longitudinal project on the Stroke Cognitive
Outcome and REcovery (SCORE) study. Participants ranged in age from 46–60 years (mean age =
53.5 years). All participants obtained at least 12th
grade education and gave informed consent according
to the Human Subjects Protocol for Johns Hopkins University. All participants were admitted and
received clinical MRI within 24 hours of symptom
onset. Additional exclusion criteria were as follows:
(i) contraindication for MRI (e.g., implanted ferrous
metal, claustrophobia); (ii) allergy to Gadolinium;
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Table 1
Demographic information
Participant

Age/
Gender

Education

P1

54/F

14 years

P2
P3
P4
Normal control

46/M
54/M
60/M
59/F

12 years
12 years
14 years
14 years

Site of
Lesion
Left occipital,
fusiform, lingual
gyrus, and splenium
Left thalamus
Left thalamus
Left thalamus
–

(iii) hemorrhage on initial CT or MRI; (iv) impaired
arousal or agitation requiring ongoing sedation; and
(v) history of global intellectual deterioration (e.g.,
dementia); (vi) previous neurological disease involving the brain including any previous symptomatic
stroke; (vii) uncorrected visual acuity or hearing
acuity.
One right-handed healthy control (59 years/F) also
participated in longitudinal imaging and language
testing. The healthy control had normal hearing and
normal vision. Exclusion criteria included neurological disorders such as stroke, transient ischemic
attacks, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease,
psychological illness, learning disability, seizures,
and attention deficit disorders. Demographic data of
participants are provided in Table 1.
Participant 1’s (P1) acute lesion involved the left
occipital cortex, fusiform, lingual gyrus, and splenium and hypoperfusion surrounding the lesion in
the PCA territory. The other three participants’ (P2,
P3, and P4) acute lesions involved the left thalamus.
P2 had an old asymptomatic chronic lacune at baseline. In addition to naming deficits, participants also
presented with right-sided hemianopsia (P1), blurry
vision (P4), mild right dysmetria (P2), right sensory
loss (P2), right-sided weakness (P3 and P4), confusion (P3 and P4), and ataxia (P4). See Fig. 1 for
lesion information and supplemental material S1 for
perfusion imaging data.

Fig. 1. DWI scans at the acute time point for P1with a lesion in the left occipital, fusiform, lingual gyrus, and splenium; P2, P3, and P4 with
lesions in the left thalamus.
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Table 2
Results of language tests

Patient ID

Time point

P1

P2

P3

P4

Control

Acute
3W
6M
Acute
4W
6M
Acute
3W
7M
Acute
4W
6M
0W
4W
5M

BNT
10
47
100
83.3
86.6
80
37
57
63
100
96.6
93.3
97
100
100

HANA

PPT

71
94
71.4
82.8
77.14

60
100
100
100
100
100

57
43
88.6
94.2
100
97
97
97

100
93
100
100
100
100
100
100

BDAE Comprehension

BDAE Repetition

Words

Commands

Complex

Words

Sentences

62.5
100
100
100
100
100
88
93.7
93.7
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
66
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
83
83
100
83.3
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
80
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

BNT: Boston Naming Test, HANA: Hopkins Action Naming Assessment, PPT: Pyramids and Palm Trees, BDAE: Boston Diagnostic Aphasia
Examination.

2.2. Language testing
Participants underwent detailed language testing
at the acute stage and follow up time points. Follow up time points include subacute (3–5 weeks),
and chronic time point (5–7 months). The following
language tests were administered: short version of the
Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE-3,
Goodglass, Kaplan, & Barresi, 2000), Boston Naming Test (BNT-2, Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub,
2001), Pyramids and Palm Trees: Short Form (PPT;
Breining et al., 2015a), and HANA (Hopkins Action
Naming Test, Breining et al., 2015b). See Table 2
for percentage of accurate responses on each of the
language tests.
2.3. Imaging
All participants with stroke underwent clinical and
research scans at the acute time point. Research scans
were administered for participants with stroke at the
follow up time points and for the normal controls at
all time points. Clinical scans were obtained within
24 hours from admission to the hospital. Participants with stroke had T2, fluid attenuation inversion
recovery (FLAIR; to evaluate for old lesions), susceptibility weighted images (to evaluate for hemorrhage),
Perfusion Weighted Imaging (PWI; to evaluate for
areas of hypoperfusion), Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI; to evaluate for acute ischemia), and
MR angiography (to evaluate for stenosis, occlusion, aneurysm). Clinical scans were acquired on a
Siemens 3-T Magnetom Trio scanner, equipped with

a 8-channel head coil. DWI was acquired using a
single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence
with the following parameters [(field of view (FOV) =
220 × 220 mm, matrix = 160 × 160, time to repetition
(TR) = 5700 ms, echo time (TE) = 87 ms, slice thickness = 4 mm]. PWI was acquired using EPI with the
following parameters: (FOV = 230 × 230 mm, TR =
1640 ms, TE = 35 ms, matrix = 128 × 128). 20 cc of
gadolinium was administered, using a power injector,
with a 10-s delay, at a rate of 5 cc s–1 . Areas of hypoperfusion in PWI were determined with Time to Peak
(TTP) maps, using ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).
Regions of hypoperfusion were delineated by analysis of 20 color TTP maps. Hypoperfusion was defined
as >4 s mean delay in TTP arrival of contrast across
voxels in the region of interest (ROI) relative to the
homologous region in the non-ischemic hemisphere.
Research scans were acquired on a 3-T Philips
Achieva MRI scanner, equipped with a 32-channel
head coil. Research scans at the acute time point were
obtained between 48–72 hours from admission to the
hospital.TheMRIacquisitionprotocolwas70minutes
long. A subset of data pertaining to this paper includes
the following: magnetization prepared rapid gradient
echo (MPRAGE) and blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) imaging. BOLD imaging included task based
and resting state acquisitions. The language paradigm
timing was synchronized to the BOLD acquisition
using the radio frequency (RF) signal from the RF
trigger box. BOLD task based images were acquired
using EPI and the following scan parameters were
used: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip-angle = 90◦ ,
matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 240 × 240 mm, 35 3 mm
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parallel axial slices covering the whole brain (158
volumes with an additional 8 s dummy scans).
Resting state images were acquired using EPI and the
following scan parameters were used: TR = 2000 ms,
TE = 30 ms,flip-angle = 90◦ ,matrix = 64 × 64,FOV =
240 × 240 mm, 35 3 mm parallel axial slices covering the whole brain, 210 volumes. 3D MPRAGE
was acquired in the sagittal plan utilizing a multishot, turbo field echo pulse sequence with 256 ×
256 matrix, FOV = 256 × 240 × 204 mm, TR/TE/
TI = 6800/31/850 ms, and 170 1 mm slices. During
resting state BOLD fMRI scans, participants were
instructed to keep their eyes open and maintain
fixation at a point on the display screen inside the
magnet.
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and 10 blocks of scrambled picture viewing in each
run).
The stimuli were presented with Psychtoolbox in
conjunction with Matlab using an Optimo PK320
pico-projector system. Noise cancelling microphone
output from the scanner room was run through
the penetration panel and connected to a Macintosh Laptop Computer in the scanner control room.
The AudacityTM software on the computer recorded
verbal responses from each scanning run. These
responses were scored for accuracy and reaction time
off-line. Participants were trained outside the scanner
prior to the task to ensure that they understood the task
and are able to perform the task.
2.5. Data analyses

2.4. fMRI task
The experiment consisted of a cued picture naming task (Holland et al., 2011). Participants were
instructed to overtly name the picture presented on
the screen. Each picture was presented concurrently
with an auditory cue, which was either: (i) a whole
word (ii) an initial phoneme or (iii) an unintelligible
auditory noise (Holland et al., 2011). This task was
selected based on the premise that successful functional imaging in participants with aphasia requires
the selection of tasks that are achievable given their
level of impairment (Price & Friston, 1999). The picture naming task consisted of 60 grey-scaled pictures
taken from the international picture-naming project
database (Bates et al., 2003). The control condition
consisted of passively viewing grey-scaled scrambled pictures. The scrambled pictures were derived
by pixellating photographs from the naming task
using Adobe PhotoShop7.0. All pictures were concrete nouns controlled for syllable length, frequency
of occurrence (Frances & Kucera, 1983), imageability (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980), familiarity (Gilhooly &
Logie, 1980; Toglia & Battig, 1978) and concreteness
(Gilhooly & Logie, 1980). The order of pictures and
accompanying cues was counterbalanced to ensure
that the same picture and cue pairing was not presented during the runs. The order of presentation of
each stimulus was randomized with each block. Each
picture was preceded by a fixation cross for 0.5 seconds and displayed for 3.5 seconds. Each scrambled
picture was presented for 7 seconds. The task conditions were presented in a block design, with 6 picture
trials in one block (24 seconds) followed by a block
of scrambled picture (7 seconds). Participants completed two functional runs (i.e., 10 blocks of naming

2.5.1. Behavioral
The data were analyzed in terms of accuracy
and reaction times. Naming latencies were measured
from recorded sound files as the duration between
the onset of the stimulus and the onset of the participant’s response. Only correct responses were entered
into the reaction time (RT) analysis. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to examine potential differences in task performance (mean accuracy, mean
RT) between time points. Statistica software was used
to perform the ANOVAs.
2.5.2. Whole brain analyses
All fMRI data were analyzed using the
Oxford Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain
(FMRIB)—FMRIB’s software library (FSL) version
5.9 (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009).
Pre-statistical processing included motion correction (MCFLIRT); non-brain removal (BET); spatial
smoothing (FWHM = 5 mm); and high-pass temporal
filtering. Individual fMRI data were registered to the
high-resolution MPRAGE using Boundary-Based
Registration (BBR) implemented in FSL (Greve
& Fischl, 2009) and the high resolution MPRAGE
was registered to the MNI standard space using
FMRIB’s nonlinear image registration tool (FNIRT),
a fast and accurate nonlinear registration program
(Anderson, Jenkinson, & Smith, 2007; Jenkinson
et al., 2012). Lesion masking was also applied to
the patient data during this step to ensure good
registration. Registration quality was checked by
visual inspection. Task related BOLD images were
analyzed using the general linear model. Each
condition was modeled separately, with each correct
trial modeled in its entirety in a block design fashion.
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Motion parameters were entered as covariates to
correct for head motion artifacts. The average motion
values were less than 0.5 mm across the three time
points for all the participants. In all analyses the
contrasts between conditions were estimated on the
first level for each run, and then the two runs for
each participant were combined using a fixed effects
model in order to produce an average activation map
for each individual. The contrasts included: all cue
picture naming versus scrambled pictures, phonemic+word cued naming versus scrambled pictures,
phonemic cued naming versus scrambled pictures,
word cued naming versus scrambled pictures, and
noise cued naming versus scrambled pictures. We
used cluster level thresholding as implemented in
FSL FEAT, with an initial z value of 3.0 (corrected)
and p < 0.05 in all analyses.
Longitudinal analyses was carried out to investigate whether or not the patterns of activation differed
significantly between the acute scan and follow
up time points for each participant. We contrasted
6 months (5–7M) activation to that of acute (0W) and
subacute (3–5W) and between subacute and acute.
Change in BOLD signal over time during phonemic+word cued naming versus scrambled pictures
and noise cued naming versus scrambled pictures
were estimated.
2.5.3. Task based regions of interest analyses
Regions of interest (ROI) analyses were done in
order to examine the longitudinal changes in the
patterns of mean BOLD signal change in the language regions. The ROI included regions in the LH
“language cortex” and RH homologues : inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG, pars opercularis, pars triangularis, and pars orbitalis), superior temporal gyrus
(STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG),
angular gyrus (AG). These ROI were chosen on
the basis of previous fMRI studies of language
that have demonstrated activation of these regions
in a variety of language tasks (e.g., Bartels &
Zeki, 2005; Parker Jones et al., 2012; Prabhakaran
et al., 2007; Segaert, Menenti, Weber, Petersson, &
Hagoort, 2012). The anatomical mask for each ROI
was generated from multiple atlases (45 adult brain
atlases, segmented on 289 parcels) and is available at
BrainGPS (https://braingps.mricloud.org). Each participant’s high resolution MPRAGE was segmentted
by using the multi-atlas mapping and parcellation
approach based on the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping, LDDMM (Beg, Miller, Trouvé,

& Younes, 2005; Tang et al., 2013, 2015). The whole
procedure was performed automatically in BrainGPS.
This highly accurate diffeomorphic algorithm, associated with multiple atlases, minimizes the mapping
inaccuracies due to the atrophy or local shape deformations. In addition, we used “artificial” images for
the brain mapping, where the stroke was masked out
and substituted by the normal tissue of the contra
lateral hemisphere. This helped to minimize inaccuracies caused by the focal changes in intensity due
to the stroke. ROIs were registered to each participant’s functional coordinate space and then used to
extract BOLD percentage signal changes from fMRI
data using Featquery (part of FSL) for the main contrast of interest (phonemic+word cued naming versus
scrambled pictures) for the 3 time points. It should be
noted that no percentage of the voxels defining the language ROIs were damaged in the patients.
2.5.4. Resting state functional connectivity
analysis
In the current study, we investigated the intrahemispheric and inter-hemispheric connectivity of
the language ROIs. For the resting state functional
connectivity analysis, the resting state dynamics were
coregistered, motion and slice timing corrected based
on SPM routines. The high resolution MPRAGE and
respective parcellation map obtained in the previous
step (ROI analyses) were coregistered to the functional dynamics and time courses were obtained for
more than 289 ROIs (we only report time courses for
the specific language ROIs). The gray matter time
courses from 78 ROIs (including the language ROIs)
were regressed for physiological nuisance by applying CompCor (Behzadi, Restom, Liau, & Liu, 2007)
and ART, an SPM toolbox to identify the motion and
intensity outliers. We performed global and motion
correction with respective thresholds of 2 and 9 with
ART. Cerebro spinal fluid and white matter signals
that carry information about breathing and pulsation were regressed out using CompCor. From the
“nuisance-corrected” time courses we obtained the
parcel-by-parcel correlation matrices, z-transformed
by Fisher’s method. The whole procedure was performed automatically in BrainGPS (Li et al., 2015).
For more details on the processing pipeline, please
read (Faria et al., 2012). In total, the correlation was
assessed across 12 ROIs in the language network corresponding to the left and right IFG, STG, MTG, ITG,
SMG, and AG. The connectivity score for an ROI pair
(e.g. between left and right IFG) is the Fisher z-score
that is computed from the correlation coefficient for
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the temporal correlation between the two ROIs. This
analysis was repeated for all the participants at all
the three time periods (0 week, 3–5 weeks, and 5–7
months).

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral
3.1.1. Language battery
The results of the battery of language tests administered longitudinally are shown in Table 2. Language
assessment revealed severely impaired picture naming and oral reading and mild to moderate word
retrieval deficits in conversation for P1. It should
be noted that P1 had relatively spared tactile naming and recognition of orally spelled words. Example
of errors on the BNT include explosion for volcano;
something to ride for camel. Consistent with the
hypothesis that she had optic aphasia, rather than
aperceptive visual agnosia, she was 100% accurate
on a 40-item object decision task, with non-objects
that were chimeric figures of two objects (e.g a cow’s
body with a buck’s head). Follow up imaging and language testing at 3 weeks demonstrated reperfusion
of the hypoperfused tissue in the PCA territory that
was present at the acute time point (see supplemental material S1 for perfusion imaging data). P1 made
improvements in her language skills but continued to
have word retrieval deficits on picture naming task
and conversation at 3 weeks. At 5 months follow up
time point she recovered to normal language skills.
This participant continued to have episodic memory
deficits.
Language assessment for P2 revealed mild word
retrieval deficits in naming at the acute time point.
He made semantic paraphasias. Follow up testing at
4 weeks revealed a slight improvement in naming
skills on the BNT and HANA as well as in conversation. At 6 months, a slight decline was noted on his
performance on the naming task; however, no decline
in naming skills was noted during conversation.
P3’s speech was mostly fluent and grammatical
with frequent word finding pauses at the acute time
point. Language assessment revealed well-articulated
but anomic speech, with frequent word-finding
pauses and circumlocutions, and both semantic and
phonemic paraphasias in conversation and naming
tasks. Examples of paraphasias on the BNT include
“elevator” for escalator and “hamlet” for hammock.
P3 also had mild difficulty with comprehension; he
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had difficulty following 3 step commands and comprehension of stories. At 3 weeks P3 showed some
improvement in his language skills; however, he
continued to have anomic speech with frequent wordfinding pauses and circumlocutions and also mild
difficulty with story comprehension. At 7 months P3
had increased word retrieval deficits in conversation
compared to the 3W time point. He showed slight
improvement on BNT score but showed a decline on
the HANA. He continued to have a moderate aphasia.
Language assessment for P4 revealed mild action
naming deficits on the HANA and word retrieval
deficits in conversation including circumlocutions
and semantic paraphasias at the acute time point. He
also had mild comprehension deficits based on the
BDAE. P4 is a professional writer and was extremely
concerned about his word retrieval deficits in conversation. At 4 weeks P4 reported an improvement
in his motor and visual skills. Language assessment
revealed normal performance on naming and comprehension tests; however, occasional circumlocutions
and semantic paraphasias were noted during conversation. At 6 months P4 reported that he was back
at work, and language assessment revealed normal
language skills.
It should be noted that even though participants
presented with visual field deficits or extraocular
motor deficits at the acute time point, naming deficits
were not due to impairment in vision. Their errors
were circumlocutions or semantic and phonemic
paraphasias, not visual errors in naming. Also, P1
was the only patient who made more errors in naming visual stimuli than naming to definition at the
first time point. P1 performed with 100% accuracy
on object decision test in the acute stage, indicating
that she did not have impaired visual recognition of
objects (aperceptive visual agnosia). Rather, it was
postulated that P1 had difficulty accessing lexical and
semantic representations from vision. In summary, P1
had a severe naming deficit and improved to normal
naming. P3 had moderate to severe naming deficit at
onset and showed some improvement over time; however, he had persistent moderate naming deficit at the
chronic time point. P2 and 4 had mild naming deficits
at onset. Both improved slightly, although P2 showed
slight decline on testing after his initial improvement.
3.1.2. Reaction time analysis
Trials in which participants gave an incorrect
response were excluded from the analysis. Reaction
times and accuracy analyses were conducted separately. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted
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on the RT means with time (0W, 3–5W and 5–7M)
and cue type (word, initial, final and noise) as a within
subject variable and participants as a between subject
factor.
Reaction time analysis showed a significant effect
for participant (F (4,15) = 19.98, p = 0.0000) and cue
(F (2,0.76) = 7.34, p = 0.0000) but not significant
for time (F (2,1.0) = 0.98, p = 0.400). Irrespective of
participant and time, naming responses were significantly faster when pictures were accompanied by
word cues compared to initial cue (p-values <0.001).
Irrespective of time and cue, naming responses were
significantly faster for the normal control compared to
participants with aphasia (p-values <0.001). Among
participants with aphasia, P4 was significantly
faster than the other three participants (p-values
<0.001). Interaction effects were also significant
for time*participant (F (8,5.52) = 46.57, p = 0.00),
cue*participant (F (8,0.3) = 2.86, p = 0.005), and
time*cue*participant (F (16, 412) = 3.76, p = 0.000).
Please see supplementary material S2 for participant
reaction time data.
3.1.3. Accuracy analysis
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on
the accuracy means with time (acute, 3–5W and
5–7M) and cue type (word, phonemic, and noise)
as a within subject variable and participants as a
between subject factor. Accuracy analysis showed
was a significant effect for time (F (2, 1.17) = 44.00,
p = 0.000), participant (F (4, 2.8) = 168.28, p = 0.00)
and cue (F (2, 0.15) = 6.38, p = 0.001). Overall,
accuracy was lowest at the acute time point,
followed by 3W and 6 M (p = 0.001. Further,
P1 had significantly lowest accuracy compared
to all other participants (p = 0.000), followed by
P3 (p = 0.000). The normal control, P2 and P4
had 100% naming accuracy for the task inside
the scanner. Interaction effects were also significant for time*participant (F (8,0.7) = 26.9, p = 0.00),
cue*participant (F (8,0.2) = 8.47, p = 0.000), and
time*cue*participant (F (16, 0.15) = 6.02, p = 0.000).
(Please see supplementary material S3 for accuracy
data).
3.2. Imaging analyses
3.2.1. Normal control
Whole brain analysis for successful overt noisecued and phonemic+word cued picture naming in the
initial scan involved an extensive bilateral frontal,
temporal, and parietal neural networks. The largest

cluster was identified bilaterally in precentral gyrus,
followed by clusters in the posterior region with peaks
in superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus.
Bilateral occipital activation was also noted (contrast:
noise cued naming versus scrambled images, phonemic+word cued naming versus scrambled images).
Analyses at 4 Weeks and 5 Months revealed similar activation patterns to that seen at the first time
point (see supplementary Tables S3 and S4 for activation coordinates in MNI space). Overall reduced
activations in the frontal cortex were noted during
the 5th month scanning. Direct comparison of two
conditions (contrast: phonemic+word cued naming
versus noise cued naming) revealed no significant
difference over time in the areas activated in association with correct naming responses. All images
are thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 3.0
and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of
P = 0.05. Direct comparison between the time points
revealed no significant between 0 week and 4 weeks.
Slightly decreased activation was noted in the bilateral frontal network at 6 months compared to 4 weeks
(see Fig. 2 and see supplementary materials S4 and
S5 for activation coordinates in MNI space).
3.2.2. Participants with stroke
Whole brain analyses for all participants with
stroke (with the exception of P3) for successful
phonemic+word cued picture naming showed bilateral activation in the frontal, temporal and parietal
network at the acute time point (see Fig. 2 and see
supplementary Table S3 and S4 for activation coordinates in MNI space). All images were thresholded
using clusters determined by Z > 3.0 and a (corrected)
cluster significance threshold of P = 0.05.
Participant P1: P1’s lesion involved the left occipital, fusiform, lingual gyrus and splenium. P1 had
severe naming deficits at the acute time point followed by improvement at the subacute time point
and normal naming skills at chronic time point. For
P1 at the acute time point only phonemic+word cued
naming trials compared to scrambled images were
analyzed. Noise-cued trials were not analyzed for P1
due to very low accuracy. At the acute time point, the
largest cluster was identified in the bilateral occipital
region with peak activation in the left lateral occipital cortex. The second largest cluster was noted in
the bilateral temporal cortex with peaks in the superior temporal gyrus. At 3 weeks and 6 months, P1
activated similar regions for phonemic+word cued
picture naming trials compared to the acute time
point; however, higher intensity of activation was
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Fig. 2. FMRI data registered in MNI space shows areas of activation associated with correct picture naming (phonemic+word cued naming)
compared to viewing scrambled pictures at 0W (acute time point), 3–5W (sub acute time point), and 5–7M (chronic time point) for the
normal control and participants with aphasia. Z (Gaussianised T/F) statistic images were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 3.0
and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of P = 0.05. All images are shown in radiological convention (left in image is right in the
brain).

noted in the posterior regions (temporal, parietal and
occipital). At 3 weeks time point the largest activation cluster was centered in the bilateral occipital
cortex followed by temporal cortex. Noise-cued trials were not analyzed at 3 weeks due to low accuracy.
Phonemic+word cued activation at 6 months was similar to 3 weeks. Direct contrast analysis between 6
months compared to acute point revealed an overall
increase in activation bilaterally. The largest cluster was predominately in the bilateral occipital and
temporal/parietal regions followed by frontal (peaks
centered in bilateral precentral gyrus, lateral occipital cortex, left supramarginal gyrus, and right inferior

frontal gyrus). Results at 6 months compared to 3
weeks showed a restricted increase in activation in the
left temporal cortex (peak in the left superior temporal gyrus). All images were thresholded using clusters
determined by Z > 3.0 and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of P = 0.05
Participant P2: P2’s lesion involved the left thalamus. He had mild naming deficits at the acute
time point. He showed slight improvement at the
subacute phase followed by slight decline in the
chronic phase. Robust bilateral activation was noted
across the three time points. At the acute time point
(contrast: phonemic+word cued naming compared to
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scrambled picture viewing), the largest clusters were
identified in the bilateral precentral gyrus and left
temporo-parietal cortex (peak: left superior temporal
gyrus), followed by bilateral occipital region (peak:
lateral occipital cortex), right temporal cortex (peak:
right inferior temporal gyrus), and the left frontal cortex (peak: left inferior frontal gyrus). At 4 weeks, the
activation patterns were very similar to that of the
acute time point. The largest cluster was noted in the
frontal region with peak activation in the left precentral gyrus followed by left superior temporal gyrus.
At 6 months, there was overall reduction in activation
biaterally. The largest cluster was located in the left
temporo-parietal region with peak in the left superior
temporal gyrus. Other activation clusters included
bilateral occipital and right temporo-parietal regions.
Cluster in the bilateral frontal regions were smaller
in size compared to the 4-week time point. Direct
contrast analysis between the time points revealed
increased activation in bilateral occipital regions at 4
weeks compared to acute and 6 months.
Participant P3: P3 sustained a lesion in the left
thalamus and had moderate-severe naming deficits at
the acute time point and continued to have moderate
deficits at later time points. P3’s activation patterns
were strikingly different from that of P2 and P4 even
though all the three had lesions involving the left thalamus. At the acute time point, phonemic+word cued
condition showed overall reduced activation in the
left hemisphere compared to the other participants.
Right hemisphere regions included right frontal cortex and temporal cortex. The largest cluster was in
the right frontal cortex (peak: right middle frontal
gyrus). Activation in the left hemisphere included a
cluster in the frontal cortex (peak: left middle frontal
gyrus), a small cluster in the parietal region (peak:
left middle temporal gyrus). At 3 weeks, there was an
increase in activation pattern bilaterally in the frontal,
temporal, occipital regions. The largest cluster was
identified in the right frontal cortex (peak: right precentral gyrus), followed by right temporal cortex
(peak: right superior temporal gyrus). The largest
cluster in the left hemisphere was located in the left
frontal cortex (peak: precentral gyrus). At 6 months,
there was robust activation in the left hemisphere with
peak activations noted in the left precentral gyrus,
left superior temporal gyrus, and lateral occipital cortex. Activation was also noted in right frontal (peak:
precentral gyrus) and temporo-parietal cortex with
peak in right superior temporal gyrus. Robust activation was seen in the left occipital cortex as well.
Direct contrast analysis revealed bilateral increase in

temporal activation (R > L), occipital and frontal for
3 weeks compared to acute time point, and increased
frontal and temporal (L > R) for 6 months compared
to 3 weeks.
Participant P4: P4’s lesion involved the left thalamus. P4 had mild deficits at the acute time point,
particularly in verb naming, and improved to the
point that he reached 100% accuracy on verb naming and returned to work as a professional writer.
P4 showed robust activation in the fronto-temporoparietal network at all the three time points for
both phonemic+word cued naming and noised cued
naming conditions. Bilateral occipital cortex was
activated at all the three time points; however, a
reduced level of activation was noted at 3 weeks compared to the acute and 6 month time points. Direct
contrast analysis between the time points did not
reveal any significant difference between the time
points.
Interim conclusions: Whole brain activation analyses showed the greatest change (with an initial
increase in RH activation, followed by later increase
in LH activation) in the participant who continued to
have moderate naming deficits at the chronic stage.
Other participants did not show this trend. These
results contrast with longitudinal changes in average activation patterns reported in association with
changes in auditory comprehension in individuals
with a variety of left MCA strokes (Saur et al., 2006).
3.3. Task based regions of interest analyses
ROI analyses were done in order to examine the
longitudinal changes in patterns of mean percent
BOLD signal change in the language cortex ROI.
The results of the mean BOLD percent signal change
are presented in Fig. 3 and are compared statistically using non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. Table 3 shows the coefficient of variation (CV)
in the mean percent BOLD signal change across language ROIs for each participant. The CV reflects the
variability in signal change across ROI for each individual. The change in CV (across the ROIs) across the
time points corresponds to the participants’ change
in naming (Table 3). The change in CV in the mean
percent BOLD signal from acute time point (0W) to
subacute time point (3–5W) shows a trend to improve
(decrease) in both the left and right hemispheres (LH,
Z = 1.826, p = 0.067; RH, Z = 1.826, p = 0.067). The
change in CV in the mean percent BOLD signal
from sub acute time point to chronic time point significantly improved (decreased) in right hemisphere
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Fig. 3. Mean percent BOLD signal change for participants with aphasia at 0W (acute time point), 3–5W (sub acute time point), and 5–7M
(chronic time point). Regions include: inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), superior temporal gyrus (STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior
temporal gyrus (ITG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and angular gyrus (AG).

(Z = 2.02, p = 0.04), and decreased most in the participant who improved the most in naming. This
result indicates that as participants’ naming improved
there was a significant decrease in the CV (variability) in the mean percent BOLD signal across ROIs.
These findings indicate that there is an increase in the

balance of activity across the language ROIs in the
left and right hemisphere as participants’ recover
from their naming deficits. For example, P4 showed a
decreased mean percent BOLD signal change in bilateral temporal regions (MTG and ITG) at the acute
time point reflected in a high CV across the ROIs. At
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Table 3
Coefficient of variation (CV) in the mean percent BOLD signal across language ROIs for each participant with aphasia. The CV reflects the
variability in signal change across ROI for each individual

P1
P2
P3
P4

CV0-L

CV0-R

CV3-L

CV3-R

CV20-L

CV20-R

Improved
in naming

Naming Test
Score∗ 0W

Naming Test
Score 3W

Naming Test
Score 6M

5.2
0.42
1
0.57

1.9
0.82
0.72
0.93

0.39
0.38
0.38
0.49

0.26
0.38
3.5
0.45

0.29
0.77
0.7
0.28

0.21
0.34
–3.1
0.26

1
0
0
1

10
83
47
89

47
86
57
94

100
80
63
100

∗ Test

score indicate performance on the Boston Naming Test (BNT) for P1, P2, P3 and Hopkins Action Naming Assessment (HANA)
for P4.

the follow up time points, P4 showed a greater balance
in the BOLD signal change across the ROIs (reflected
in lower CV) that corresponded with improvement in
his naming skills. P1 showed greater percent BOLD
signal change in the left temporal regions (MTG and
ITG) at the acute time point and negative BOLD signal change in the left parietal regions (SMG and AG)
reflected in a high CV at the acute time point. As P1’s
naming ability improved there was a decrease in the
CV across the ROIs. P3, who showed some improvement but continued to have moderate deficits, showed
the least decrease in CV and highest CV across ROI
at the final time point (Table 3).
3.4. Functional connectivity analysis
The results of the resting state functional connectivity analysis are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and in
supplementary material S6. The results of the functional connectivity analysis presented here indicate
that strokes in the PCA territory associated with naming deficits cause an acute disruption of functional
connectivity between the language ROI within each
hemisphere and between the LH and RH. The results
of the functional connectivity analyses are line with
the results of the task based ROI analyses. For the
functional connectivity analysis, correlations were
assessed across 12 ROIs in the language network corresponding to the left and right IFG, STG, MTG,
ITG, SMG, and AG. ROIs are ordered within the

correlation matrices according to each region with
left first followed by right. For the normal control
there was good inter- and intra-hemisphere correlations between the language ROIs (as indicated by
orange on the graph in supplementary materials S6).
Participants with aphasia generally have smaller zscores for correlations across the ROI in the left and
right hemisphere in the language network at the acute
time point. Correlations improved over time in participants who showed good recovery in naming skills
(e.g., P1), where as no marked change in connectivity was noted in participants who continued to have
moderate aphasia (e.g., P3). Figure 4 shows the resting state functional connectivity analysis for P1 at
the three time points, and the fourth panels shows the
difference in correlation between the chronic time
point (5–7M) and acute time point (0W). This figure shows consistently weak correlations within and
between the hemispheres as indicated by blue and
green colors for P1 at the acute time point. For example, P1 showed weak connectivity between the left
IFG and left STG at the acute time point (indicated by
green color, 3rd cell from top left), whereas there was
marked improvement in connectivity between the left
IFG and left STG at the 6M time point (indicated by
orange). Increased correlations are noted at the follow
up time points as indicated by orange color. The difference map shows stronger correlations within and
between hemispheres as indicated by mostly orange
and light green color.

Fig. 4. Fisher-transformed correlation matrix for the resting state data for P1 (who showed the most improvement) at each time point.
Difference map shows the difference in correlation between the 5–7 month scan and the 0 week scan for the resting state data. Correlations
were assessed across 12 ROIs in the language network corresponding to the left and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), superior temporal
gyrus (STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and angular gyrus (AG).
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Fig. 5. Fisher-transformed correlation matrix for the resting state data for P3 (who showed persistent moderate naming deficit) at each
time point. Difference map shows the difference in correlation between the 5–7 month scan and the 0 week scan for the resting-state data.
Correlations were assessed across 12 ROIs in the language network corresponding to the left and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), superior
temporal gyrus (STG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), and angular gyrus (AG).

Figure 5 shows the resting state functional connectivity analysis for P3 at the three time points and
the fourth panels shows the difference in correlations between the chronic time point and acute time
point. Difference map for P3 shows mostly weak
correlations as indicated by blue color. For example, P3 showed weak connectivity between the left
IFG and left STG at the acute time point (indicated
by green color, 1st column 3rd cell from top left),
where as good connectivity was seen between the
right IFG and right STG (indicated by orange color,
2nd column 4th cell from the top left). Connectivity
was weak between homologues correlations (e.g., left
IFG and right IFG). No improvement in connectivity
was noted at follow up time points; in fact, the connectivity between the right hemisphere ROIs which
was high at the acute time point showed a reduction
at the follow up time points. The connectivity patterns for P2 and P4 were very different from that of
P3 despite similar lesions in the left thalamus. Both
P2 and P4 showed weak connectivity at the acute
stage. The change in functional connectivity within
and between the left and right hemisphere ROIs is
less pronounced than the change for P1 and P3 possibly due to overall milder deficits at the acute time
point (see supplementary material S6).

4. Discussion
We utilized task based and resting state analyses together with behavioral testing to longitudinally
assess changes in the language network, in relation
to changes associated with naming function in individuals with naming deficits after left PCA stroke,
who had preserved frontal, temporal and parietal language areas. Behavioral analyses indicated that the
greatest change in performance outside the scanner
(as measured by language tests) and inside the scanner (as measured by reaction time and accuracy) was

noted for P1. Imaging data revealed robust activation in the bilateral language network in the acute
phase in participants with varying degrees of naming deficits. Only one participant (P3) had decreased
activation in the left hemisphere language network
at the acute time point. Resting state functional
connectivity analysis revealed that impaired naming function was paralleled by loss of coherence of
low-frequency BOLD fluctuations in ipsilesional and
contralesional language cortex at the acute stage after
stroke. Ipsilesional and contralesional hemispheric
functional connectivity improved in the following
weeks only in participants who showed good naming
recovery. Further, the task based ROI analyses indicated that as participants demonstrated recovery from
stroke, gradual improvement (decrease) in CV across
left and right hemisphere ROIs in the percent BOLD
signal change was noted within the language network
in participants whose naming performance improved,
supporting the findings of resting state fMRI.
These findings emphasize a network view of aphasia recovery in PCA stroke. Further, the results of
task based and resting state fMRI provide support
regarding the importance of examining network level
interactions, and not just focal level of activation
to characterize naming recovery. For example, the
results of task based whole brain analyses showed
robust activation at the acute stage bilaterally for all
participants with the exception of P3. Participants
continued to show bilateral activation despite good
language performance and right hemisphere activation persisted even in recovered participants. In fact,
the participant (P3) who showed the most change in
activation patterns on the naming task from limited
activation at the acute time point to an increase in peak
activation in the right hemisphere regions at the sub
acute time point to a return in the peak activation in the
left hemisphere regions continued to have moderate
language deficits. Resting state functional connectivity analysis showed that this participant continued
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to have weak functional connectivity within the left
hemisphere ROIs and also between the left and right
hemisphere ROIs at the chronic time point. Another
illustrative example comes from P1 who had severe
naming deficits at the acute time point and who
showed complete recovery by 6 months. Although
this participant showed improvement in naming both
inside the scanner and on behavioral tasks outside
the scanner, this change was not reflected in her
whole brain activation patterns. Direct contrast analysis between the time points revealed greater activation
in bilateral language regions at the sub acute time
point compared to the acute time point. However, 6M
compared to 3W showed a restricted increase in activation in the left temporal cortex, whereas she showed
a dramatic improvement in her naming skills. In contrast, her functional connectivity analysis revealed
weak correlations at the acute time point with increasing strength in functional connectivity as her naming
skills improved.
Functional connectivity analysis can reveal
changes in the network associated even with subtle changes in naming. For example, P4 had only
very mild naming deficits at the acute time point and
made complete recovery at chronic time point. P4’s
fMRI activation patterns were very similar across the
three time points; whereas his functional connectivity analysis revealed decreased connectivity between
the ROIs at the acute time point that improved as
his language skills improved. However, the change
in functional connectivity within and between the
left and right hemisphere ROIs is less pronounced
than the change for P1 possibly due to overall milder
deficits at the acute time point.
Our findings contrast with previous finding that
show right hemisphere compensation occurs in sub
acute recovery, but not in the chronic phase (e.g., Saur
et al., 2006). Additionally, it has also been suggested
that right hemisphere activation in the chronic stage
could be associated with poor language recovery following stroke (e.g., Postman-Caucheteux et al., 2010;
Szaflarski, Allendorfer, Banks, Vannest, & Holland,
2013). There are several reasons why our results
might be different from previous findings: (1) our
study examined language recovery in PCA stroke
patients, whereas prior studies have examined language recovery in patients with MCA stroke, (2) our
study utilized a task that results in bilateral activation
in healthy controls; and (3) there may be considerable
individual differences in patterns of recovery which
could result in different patterns of ipsilesional and
contralesional compensations.

Our work is in line with previous findings in numerous clinical conditions including stroke that have
shown an association between behavioral deficits,
recovery and changes in resting state fMRI (Carter
et al., 2010; Grefkes & Fink, 2011; He et al., 2007;
van Meer et al., 2010; Westlake & Nagarajan, 2011).
In a recent study, Zhu and colleagues (Zhu et al.,
2014), examined the recovery of language skills in
participants with aphasia at the subacute stage. Using
resting state connectivity analysis, the authors found
that decreased left fronto-parietal network (LFPN)
connectivity in stroke patients was significantly associated with the impairment in comprehension ability
at 1 month post stroke, and there was a significant association between recovery of comprehension
ability and the mean changes in intrinsic LFPN connectivity at 2 months post stroke. Similarly, Park et al.
(2011) reported dynamic changes in the lateralization
of functional connectivity of motor networks in the
first 6 months post stroke, where measures of functional connectivity at stroke onset were found to be
positively correlated with motor outcomes.
In summary, robust left hemisphere activation
alone does not always sustain good recovery; what
seems to be more important, at least in participants with PCA stroke, is the degree of interand intra-hemispheric balance between the language
cortex ROIs. The significance of inter-hemispheric
interactions may reflect the importance of proper
equilibrium between excitation and inhibition across
hemispheres for optimal function (e.g., Bloom &
Hynd, 2005; Manson et al., 2008). Our findings are
in line with the results from He et al. (2007), who
reported initial disruption of inter-hemispheric functional connectivity in the structurally intact posterior
parietal cortex in patients with spatial neglect, which
correlated with impaired attentional processing, followed by improvement in both the inter-hemispheric
connectivity and attentional processing at the chronic
stage. In addition, our results show that even small
lesions such as the thalamic lacunar infarcts can lead
to extensive functional disconnection in the brain,
and complete recovery of function may require the
restoration of balance of bilateral language networks.

5. Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First,
we used a relatively small sample size to characterize the dynamic functional reorganization of the
language network from stroke onset to 7 months.
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Second, none of our participants had lesions involving the temporal or frontal language areas; therefore,
it is unclear if patients with lesions involving temporal or frontal regions would have similar patterns
of recovery. However, the general principle that connectivity between undamaged language cortex ROIs
and their RH homologues is associated with recovery
of naming may apply also to individuals with direct
damage to the language cortex ROIs. This hypothesis requires empirical testing. Third, in this study we
identified dynamic changes in language network connectivity; however, we did not examine the structural
connectivity. For example, a study by He et al. (2007)
indicated that disrupted functional connectivity was
related to injuries of white matter tracts measured
by diffusion tensor imaging. In future studies it will
be important to investigate whether disruptions in
functional connectivity acutely after stroke shown
here are associated with the anatomical changes in
connectivity.
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